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Modern communications allow the instant dissemination of information and images, creating a sensation of
virtual presence at events that occur far away. This sensation gives meaning to the notions of 'real time'
and of a 'present' that is shared within and among societies”in other words, a sensation of contemporaneity.
But how were time and space conceived before modernity? When did this begin to change in Europe? To
help answer such questions, this volume looks at the exchange of information and the development of
communications networks at the dawn of journalism, when widespread public and private networks first
emerged for the transmission of political news. What happened in Prague quickly reached Venice, and what
happened in Naples was soon the talk of Hamburg. Gradually, enough became known about daily affairs
around Europe for people to begin to think in terms of a 'shared present'. An analysis of contemporaneity
adds a new dimension to the study of the origins of news and media history, as well as to the origins of a
European identity. For whilst our understanding of the circulation of manuscript newsletters and printed
reports has increased in recent years, much less is known about the impact of this burgeoning journalism
on a pan-European scale. Each essay in this volume explores the ways in which this international impact
helped foster a developing sense of contemporaneity that encompassed not just single countries, but
Europe as a whole. Taken together the collection offers the first panoramic view of the way stories were
born, grew and matured during their transmission from source to source, from country to country. The
results published here suggest that a continent-wide network, including manuscript and print, for the
transmission of stories from place to place, existed and was effective.
The Identity of the Contemporary Public Library - Margarita Pérez Pulido 2019-10-09
The volume deals with some of the most relevant issues related to the identity of the public library and its
historical, cultural, social, organizational changes, according to a comparative perspective. The topics are
covered in four sections (History, Present and Future of the Public Library; Models of Analysis,
Measurement, Evaluation; Complexity Challenges; Work in Progress), thus providing a wide overview of the
present and the future of an institution paramount in improving people’s lives
Venice and the Veneto during the Renaissance: the Legacy of Benjamin Kohl - Knapton, Michael
2014
Benjamin G. Kohl (1938-2010) taught at Vassar College from 1966 till his retirement as Andrew W. Mellon
Professor of the Humanities in 2001. His doctoral research at The Johns Hopkins University was directed by
Frederic C. Lane, and his principal historical interests focused on northern Italy during the Renaissance,
especially on Padua and Venice. His scholarly production includes the volumes Padua under the Carrara,
1318-1405 (1998), and Culture and Politics in Early Renaissance Padua (2001), and the online database The
Rulers of Venice, 1332-1524 (2009). The database is eloquent testimony of his priority attention to
historical sources and to their accessibility, and also of his enthusiasm for collaboration and sharing among
scholars.
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Il Tesoretto - Brunetto Latini 1981
Italian Project 1a - Telis Marin 2013
The Italian project 1 is the first level of a modern multimedia course of Italian language. Suitable to
adolescent and adult students. It provides a balanced information, with pleasant and amusing conversation
and useful grammatical examples. Introduces students to modern Italy and its culture.
Verbal Periphrases in Romance - Mario Squartini 1998-01-01
The series is a platform for contributions of all kinds to this rapidly developing field. General problems are
studied from the perspective of individual languages, language families, language groups, or language
samples. Conclusions are the result of a deepened study of empirical data. Special emphasis is given to
little-known languages, whose analysis may shed new light on long-standing problems in general linguistics.
The Mind of Pope Francis - Massimo Borghesi 2018-08-15
A commonly held impression is that Pope Francis is a compassionate shepherd and determined leader but
that he lacks the intellectual depth of his recent predecessors. Massimo Borghesi’s The Mind of Pope
Francis: Jorge Mario Bergoglio’s Intellectual Journey dismantles that image. Borghesi recounts and
analyzes, for the first time, Bergoglio’s intellectual formation, exploring the philosophical, theological, and
spiritual principles that support the profound vision at the heart of this pope’s teaching and ministry.
Central to that vision is the church as a coincidentia oppositorum, holding together what might seem to be
opposing and irreconcilable realities. Among his guiding lights have been the Jesuit saints, Ignatius and
Peter Faber; philosophers Gaston Fessard, Romano Guardini, and Alberto Methol Ferrer; and theologians
Henri de Lubac and Hans Urs von Balthasar. Recognizing how these various strands have come together to
shape the mind and heart of Jorge Mario Bergoglio offers essential insights into who he is and the way he is
leading the church. Notably, this groundbreaking book is informed by four interviews provided to the
author, via audio recordings, by the pope himself on his own intellectual formation, major portions of which
are published here for the first time.
The Olive Tree Genome - Eddo Rugini 2016-12-21
This book provides an introduction to the genetics, genomics, and breeding of the olive tree, a multifunctional long-lived crop plant that is relevant not only for culinary olive and oil production, but also for
shaping the landscape and history of many rural areas for centuries. Today, the recognized health benefits
of extra-virgin olive oil provide new impulses for introducing innovation in olive crop management and olive
breeding for a deeper understanding of the biological processes underlying fruit quality, adaptation to crop
environment and response to threatening epidemics due to biological agents such as Xylella fastidiosa. The
individual chapters discuss genetic resources; classic and modern breeding methods for providing new
olive cultivars; the genotype x environment interactions determining the response to biotic and abiotic
stresses; fruit metabolism related to oil production and the synthesis of health beneficial molecules; the
mapping of genes and quantitative trait locus; and genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic strategies
pertinent to the development of a molecular platform and template amenable to precise and rapid genetic
modifications using recently developed genome editing tools.
The Dissemination of News and the Emergence of Contemporaneity in Early Modern Europe Brendan Dooley 2016-12-05
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Italian Maiolica - Catherine Hess 1989-04-06
The Museum’s outstanding collection of maiolica is significant because most of the major pottery centers,
maiolica forms, and styles are represented. This current catalogue presents the collection in a
chronological progression according to stylistic trends. Lavish color plates accompany the detailed entries
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The Teaching and Learning of Arabic in Early Modern Europe - Jan Loop 2017
The essays in this volume shed light on how, for what purposes and to what extent the Arabic language was
taught and studied by European scholars, theologian, merchants, diplomats and prisoners in early modern
Europe.
Names and Naming - Oliviu Felecan 2021-08-19
This edited book examines names and naming policies, trends and practices in a variety of multicultural
contexts across America, Europe, Africa and Asia. In the first part of the book, the authors take theoretical
and practical approaches to the study of names and naming in these settings, exploring legal, societal,
political and other factors. In the second part of the book, the authors explore ways in which names mirror
and contribute to the construction of identity in areas defined by multiculturalism. The book takes an
interdisciplinary approach to onomastics, and it will be of interest to scholars working across a number of
fields, including linguistics, sociology, anthropology, politics, geography, history, religion and cultural
studies.
CALL communities and culture – short papers from EUROCALL 2016 - Salomi Papadima-Sophocleous
2016-12-18
The 23rd EUROCALL conference was organised by the Cyprus University of Technology Language Centre.
The theme of the conference was “CALL communities and Culture”. Between the 24th and 27th August
2016, over 135 presentations were delivered and 27 posters were presented; 84 of these presentations
appear in this volume of selected peer-reviewed short papers.
Printing R-Evolution and Society 1450-1500 - Cristina Dondi 2020

society. The contributors to this volume share a multidisciplinary approach to the study of natural disasters
which draws on disciplines such as cultural and social history, anthropology, literary theory, and linguistics.
Together with analyzing the prolific production of propagandistic material and literary sources issued in
periods of acute crisis, the documentation on disasters studied in this volume also includes laws and
emergency regulations, petitions and pleas to the authorities, scientific and medical treatises, manuscript
and printed newsletters as well as diplomatic dispatches and correspondence.
The Routledge Companion to Translation Studies - Jeremy Munday 2009-01-13
The Routledge Companion to Translation Studies brings together clear, detailed essays from leading
international scholars on major areas in Translation Studies today. This accessible and authoritative guide
offers fresh perspectives on linguistics, context, culture, politics and ethics and contains a range of
contributions on emerging areas such as cognitive theories, technology, interpreting and audiovisual
translation. Supported by an extensive glossary of key concepts and a substantial bibliography, this
Companion is an essential resource for undergraduates, postgraduates, researchers and professionals
working in this exciting field of study. Jeremy Munday is Senior Lecturer in Spanish and Translation Studies
at the University of Leeds. He is the author of Introducing Translation Studies, Translation: An Advanced
Resource Book (with Basil Hatim) and Style and Ideology in Translation, all published by Routledge. "An
excellent all-round guide to translation studies taking in the more traditional genres and those on the
cutting edge. All the contributors are known experts in their chosen areas and this gives the volume the air
of authority required when dealing with a subject that is being increasingly studied in higher education
institutions all over the world" - Christopher Taylor, University of Trieste, Italy
Sergey Kuznetsov - Luca Molinari 2015-09-07
This volume devoted to Kuznetsovs architectural drawings makes a valuable contribution to understanding
the work and vision of one of the most interesting protagonists of the new generation of architects from
present-day Russia. The practice of drawing is seen to be crucial to the way of thinking about architecture
and of observing the contemporary city. It is also a source of inspiration and research, through drawing
from life views and images of the many places visited in recent years, which become material for reflection
and offer suggestions for metropolitan scenarios of the near future. Sergey Kuznetsov was born in 1977
inMoscow. In 2001 he graduated from theMoscow Architectural Institute. In the final course of study, he
already founded his first architectural studio that was in close collaboration with a German studio nps
tchoban voss, headed by Russian-German architect Sergei Tchoban. In 2006 Sergey Kuznetsov and Sergei
Tchoban founded the office SPEECH Tchoban & Kuznetsov. It quickly became successful in Russia and
currently has 250 employees. SPEECH Tchoban & Kuznetsov has authored such projects as Office Building
on Leninsky prospekt (Moscow), Residential complex Granatny 6 (Moscow), Grunewald Residential complex
(Moscow), Office and Business multifunctional complex on Ozerkovskaya embankment (Moscow), Palace
ofWater Sports (Kazan),Museum for Architectural Drawing in Berlin, Hotel Kempinski Plaza inMinsk,
Republic of Belarus. Kuznetsov has taken part in various architecture exhibitions, including international
ones. In 2010 and 2012 he was the co-curator of the Russian pavilion at the Venice Architecture Biennale,
which for the first time was awarded with an HonourableMention prize by the jury in 2012. Since 2008
Kuznetsov is also an editor for speech: architectural magazine. In 2012 Kuznetsov was assigned to the post
of the Chief Architect ofMoscow and he left his partnership at SPEECH. Today Kuznetsov is eager to
actively increase the quality of architecture inMoscow. He applies a competitive practice with foreign
experts, changes the quality of standard social objects and public spaces and indulges in educational and
publishing projects.
Marks of Identity - Juan Goytisolo 2003-09-25
New edition of first volume of Goytisolo's great trilogy.
Santiago Calatrava - Alexander Tzonis 1999
Very few designers of this century-- a century dominated by specialization and fragmentation-- can be
called universal, but Santiago Calatrava is one of these few. In his numerous buildings, engineering
projects, sculptures, and furniture designs, this Spanish architect whose practice is based in Switzerland
has developed a unique poetics of morphology that overlaps structure and movement. Combining art and
science, technology and architecture, Calatrava's bridges and buildings create a sublime elegance in their

Syntax and Semantics of Prepositions - Patrick Saint-Dizier 2006-03-02
This is the first book to provide an integrated view of preposition from morphology to reasoning, via syntax
and semantics. It offers new insights in applied and formal linguistics, and cognitive science. It underlines
the importance of prepositions in a number of computational linguistics applications, such as information
retrieval and machine translation. The book presents a wide range of views and applications to various
linguistic frameworks.
Publishing for the Popes - Paolo Sachet 2020-04-06
In Publishing for the Popes, Paolo Sachet provides a detailed account of the attempts made by the Roman
Curia to exploit printing in the mid-sixteenth century, after the Reformation but before the implementation
of the ecclesiastical censorship.
Crossing Borders, Crossing Cultures - Massimo Rospocher 2019-09-23
This volume explores the challenges and possibilities of research into the European dimensions of popular
print culture. Popular print culture has traditionally been studied with a national focus. Recent research
has revealed, however, that popular print culture has many European dimensions and shared features. A
group of specialists in the field has started to explore the possibilities and challenges of research on a wide,
European scale. This volume contains the first overview and analysis of the different approaches,
methodologies and sources that will stimulate and facilitate future comparative research. This volume first
addresses the benefits of a media-driven approach, focussing on processes of content recycling,
interactions between text and image, processes of production and consumption. A second perspective
illuminates the distribution and markets for popular print, discussing audiences, prices and collections. A
third dimension refers to the transnational dimensions of genres, stories, and narratives. A last perspective
unravels the communicative strategies and dynamics behind European bestsellers. This book is a source of
inspiration for everyone who is interested in research into transnational cultural exchange and in the
fascinating history of popular print culture in Europe.
Disaster Narratives in Early Modern Naples - Domenico Cecere 2021-07-07T18:09:00+02:00
This volume deals with natural disasters in late medieval and early modern central and southern Italy.
Contributions look at a range of catastrophic events such as eruptions of Mount Vesuvius, floods,
earthquakes, and outbreaks of plague and epidemics. A major aim of this volume is to investigate the
relationship between catastrophic events and different communication strategies that embraced politics,
religion, propaganda, dissent, scholarship as well as collective responses from the lower segments of
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urban contexts. With dynamic curves, leaning vertical elements, and mechanically operable roofs, they
embody potential motion. In this book, Alexander Tzonis explores Calatrava's "poetics of movement" not
only in the architect's large-scale work, but also in his drawings and sculptures. The book features thirtyfive projects, fully documented with photographs, drawings, and sketches. Included are Calatrava's most
recent works-- the Milwaukee Art Museum Addition and the Orient Station in Lisbon-- and his best known,
from the Montjuic Tower to the Alameda Bridge.
The Routledge Handbook of Lexicography - Pedro A. Fuertes-Olivera 2017-10-02
The Routledge Handbook of Lexicography provides a comprehensive overview of the major approaches to
lexicography and their applications within the field. This Handbook features key case studies and cuttingedge contributions from an international range of practitioners, teachers, and researchers. Analysing the
theory and practice of compiling dictionaries within the digital era, the 47 chapters address the core issues
of: The foundations of lexicography, and its interactions with other disciplines including Corpus Linguistics
and Information Science; Types of dictionaries, for purposes such as translation and teaching; Innovative
specialised dictionaries such as the Oenolex wine dictionary and the Online Dictionary of New Zealand Sign
Language; Lexicography and world languages, including Arabic, Hindi, Russian, Chinese, and Indonesian;
The future of lexicography, including the use of the Internet, user participation, and dictionary portals. The
Routledge Handbook of Lexicography is essential reading for researchers and students working in this
area.
Routledge Encyclopedia of Translation Studies - Mona Baker 2003-09-02
This one-volume Encyclopedia covers both the conceptual framework and history of translation. Organised
alphabetically for ease of access, a team of experts from around the world has been gathered together to
provide unique, new insights.
Historia Ludens - Alexander von Lünen 2019-09-20
This book aims to further a debate about aspects of "playing" and "gaming" in connection with history.
Reaching out to academics, professionals and students alike, it pursues a dedicated interdisciplinary
approach. Rather than only focusing on how professionals could learn from academics in history, the book
also ponders the question of what academics can learn from gaming and playing for their own practice,
such as gamification for teaching, or using "play" as a paradigm for novel approaches into historical
scholarship. "Playing" and "gaming" are thus understood as a broad cultural phenomenon that crosspollinates the theory and practice of history and gaming alike.
Fascism, Anti-fascism, and Italians in Australia, 1922-1945 - Gianfranco Cresciani 1980

beautifully modeled and painted Saint Joseph with the Christ Child. Italian Ceramics contains the most
recent scientific, historical, and iconographic information about the Museum’s holdings. Completely revised
and expanded, this book offers a wealth of new information about the Getty Museum’s superb collection,
which spans more than four centuries of Italian ceramic art.
Lonely Planet Canary Islands - Lonely Planet 2020-01-01
Lonely Planet's Canary Islands is your most up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Ride the cable car to the summit of Tenerife's El Teide, celebrate Carnaval with
dawn-to-dusk frivolity, and catch waves at Playa de Sotavento- all with your trusted travel companion.
A Tour Through Sicily and Malta - Patrick Brydone 1840
A series of letters to William Beckford ... from P. Brydone.
The Semantics of Prepositions - Cornelia Zelinsky-Wibbelt 1993-01-01
Santiago Calatrava : works in progress - Luca Molinari 1999
Santiago Calatrava. With more than ten years having passed since the 'case' of Calatrava was introduced
into the international debate, it remains as relevant as ever to ask the same questions posed back then
regarding an artistic personality and oeuvre still capable of provoking such heated and contradictory
reactions from critics, the general public, and contemporary architectural culture alike. The extremism of
the positions assumed by those faced with Calatrava's work compels us inevitably to investigate a
phenomenon that intersects with the redefinition of the relationship between art and technology, or more
specifically, between architecture and engineering, not to mention the crisis of the professions and their
social credibility.
Critical Writings - Filippo Tommaso Marinetti 2007-04-07
The Futurist movement was founded and promoted by Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, beginning in 1909 with
the First Futurist Manifesto, in which he inveighed against the complacency of "cultural necrophiliacs" and
sought to annihilate the values of the past, writing that "there is no longer any beauty except the struggle.
Any work of art that lacks a sense of aggression can never be a masterpiece." In the years that followed, up
until his death in 1944, Marinetti, through both his polemical writings and his political activities, sought to
transform society in all its aspects. As Günter Berghaus writes in his introduction, "Futurism sought to
bridge the gap between art and life and to bring aesthetic innovation into the real world. Life was to be
changed through art, and art was to become a form of life." This volume includes more than seventy of
Marinetti's most important writings—many of them translated into English for the first time—offering the
reader a representative and still startling selection of texts concerned with Futurist art, literature, politics,
and philosophy.
FDR and the Spanish Civil War - Dominic Tierney 2007-06-11
What was the relationship between President Franklin D. Roosevelt, architect of America’s rise to global
power, and the 1936–39 Spanish Civil War, which inspired passion and sacrifice, and shaped the road to
world war? While many historians have portrayed the Spanish Civil War as one of Roosevelt’s most
isolationist episodes, Dominic Tierney argues that it marked the president’s first attempt to challenge
fascist aggression in Europe. Drawing on newly discovered archival documents, Tierney describes the
evolution of Roosevelt’s thinking about the Spanish Civil War in relation to America’s broader geopolitical
interests, as well as the fierce controversy in the United States over Spanish policy. Between 1936 and
1939, Roosevelt’s perceptions of the Spanish Civil War were transformed. Initially indifferent toward which
side won, FDR became an increasingly committed supporter of the leftist government. He believed that
German and Italian intervention in Spain was part of a broader program of fascist aggression, and he
worried that the Spanish Civil War would inspire fascist revolutions in Latin America. In response,
Roosevelt tried to send food to Spain as well as illegal covert aid to the Spanish government, and to
mediate a compromise solution to the civil war. However unsuccessful these initiatives proved in the end,
they represented an important stage in Roosevelt’s emerging strategy to aid democracy in Europe.
Loss and the Other in the Visionary Work of Anna Maria Ortese - Vilma De Gasperin 2014-03
Combines theme and genre analysis in a study of the Italian author, from her first literary writings in the
1930s to her novels in the 1990s.

Bollettino di psicologia applicata - 1992
Santiago Calatrava: Bridges - Santiago Calatrava 2022-12-09
Santiago Calatrava is among the most important and influential architects of our times. His candid
architecture is polarizing yet unmistakable. The trademark of the Spanish architect are sculptural bridge
designs that gained international acclaim as a symbiosis of elegant shape vocabulary and engineering
masterstrokes and that shape the cityscapes in locations such as Jerusalem, Venice, Dallas, and Buenos
Aires. The book is a special homage to his work: Santiago Calatrava in person talks about the visions on
artistic-architectural philosophies behind his unparalleled bridge designs. He also contributes many
descriptions of implemented and unimplemented works, which, together with first drafts, water color
paintings, as well as high-quality photographs and renderings document the selected projects.
Italian Ceramics - Catherine Hess 2003-01-01
In 1984 the Getty Museum acquired an exceptional collection of Italian Renaissance maiolica, or tin-glazed
earthenware. These often brilliantly colored objects range from an early Florentine jar with relief-blue
decoration to a much later Mannerist dish with grotesque ornament. The collection was the subject of
Italian Maiolica, a beautifully illustrated catalogue that the Museum published in 1988. Italian Ceramics
amplifies and updates the earlier volume, including objects—some of them porcelain and
terracotta—acquired during the intervening years. Among them are a pair of eighteenth-century
candlesticks representing mythological scenes and a tabletop with hunting scenes; and, from the 1790s, the
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The Close Linkage between Nutrition and Environment through Biodiversity and Sustainability: Local
Foods, Traditional Recipes and Sustainable Diets - Alessandra Durazzo 2019-10-21
The Close Linkage between Nutrition and Environment through Biodiversity and Sustainability: Local
Foods, Traditional Recipes, and Sustainable Diets” is focused on the close correlation between the potential
benefits and “functional role” of food and territory, and it includes papers on the characterization of local
foods and traditional recipes as well as on the promotion of traditional dietary patterns and sustainable
diets.
The Boundaries of Europe - Pietro Rossi 2015-04-24
Europe’s boundaries have mainly been shaped by cultural, religious, and political conceptions rather than
by geography. This volume of bilingual essays from renowned European scholars outlines the
transformation of Europe’s boundaries from the fall of the ancient world to the age of decolonization, or the
end of the explicit endeavor to “Europeanize” the world.From the decline of the Roman Empire to the
polycentrism of today’s world, the essays span such aspects as the confrontation of Christian Europe with
Islam and the changing role of the Mediterranean from “mare nostrum” to a frontier between nations.
Scandinavia, eastern Europe and the Atlantic are also analyzed as boundaries in the context of exploration,
migratory movements, cultural exchanges, and war. The Boundaries of Europe, edited by Pietro Rossi, is
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the first installment in the ALLEA book series Discourses on Intellectual Europe, which seeks to explore the
question of an intrinsic or quintessential European identity in light of the rising skepticism towards Europe
as an integrated cultural and intellectual region.
Literary Translation in Periodicals - Laura Fólica 2020
Literary Translation in Periodicals argues that there is a pressing need for an analytical focus on translation
in periodicals, a collaborative network of researchers, and a transnational and interdisciplinary approach.
Translating Culture Specific References on Television - Irene Ranzato 2015-09-16
Translating Culture Specific References on Television provides a model for investigating the problems
posed by culture specific references in translation, drawing on case studies that explore the translational
norms of contemporary Italian dubbing practices. This monograph makes a distinctive contribution to the
study of audiovisual translation and culture specific references in its focus on dubbing as opposed to
subtitling, and on contemporary television series, rather than cinema. Irene Ranzato’s research involves
detailed analysis of three TV series dubbed into Italian, drawing on a corpus of 95 hours that includes
nearly 3,000 CSR translations. Ranzato proposes a new taxonomy of strategies for the translation of CSRs
and explores the sociocultural, pragmatic and ideological implications of audiovisual translation for the
small screen.
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